DESKTOP AND OFFICE 365
MIGRATION SERVICES
Proven experience to support your migration
Sogeti’s history of helping customers to plan, estimate and execute migrations
and desktop upgrades demonstrates our ability to contain costs and refresh
obsolete technology in order to deliver the latest capabilities, and meet
increasingly demanding service levels. With our experience and proven
frameworks and accelerators, our migration services really can fast track your
transition to new Microsoft desktop and Office 365 technology, with no detrimental
impact to ongoing business activities.

From desktop migrations and upgrades to moving to Office 365
Depending on the complexity of your migration, you may need to move a very large number of both standard and
customised business critical applications. Often a percentage of legacy applications have compliance issues that
prevent an application from executing properly due to reliance on deprecated components, incompatibility with
Windows resource protection or User Access Control.
No business can afford to take this level of risk particularly with customer-facing or financial applications. That’s why,
in conjunction with Microsoft, we have developed several solutions to help with all aspects of your Windows migration,
including application compatibility testing, application remediation and repackaging, and a ‘fast track’ cloud migration
toolkit to enable the move to Azure and Office 365.

Frameworks designed to accelerate your migration
Our experience of migrating environments and data to Windows, Office, SQL and more has led us to develop multiple
frameworks, designed to streamline the migration process and remove unnecessary headaches.

RADIUM
Our RADIUM (Rapid Automated Deployment, Imaging and User Migration) solution consists of highly experienced
and trained resources, ready to use tools, reusable automation plug-ins, and repeatable approaches of the RADIUM
framework. It is a proven approach, developed in conjunction with Microsoft, to provide a flexible and scalable
migration framework. It helps us to plan and identify the right level of migration investment to make, taking into
account a business’ current-state solution:
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Microsoft know how leads to a faster more
accurate migration, without the risk
Reputable partner with a strong track record in
migration services
Multiple frameworks and accelerators that can
fast track your success
Automation potential with industry leading
migration tools
Support throughout; pre, during and post project
Improved productivity and reduced total cost of
ownership

“NCR is going through growth
by acquisition predominantly of
software based organisations over
the past couple of years, and Sogeti
has been a key partner in helping us
integrate those new companies.”
Bill Van Curen
CIO
NCR

Windows Impact Testing

Sogeti and Microsoft

Our Windows Impact Testing solution provides early
insight into compliancy of each and every one of your
applications, MSI packages and web applications to
ensure the smooth transition to a new operating system.

Sogeti is one of the most regarded Microsoft Global
Alliance Partners and specialist of Office 365
deployments, having won consecutive Microsoft awards
for delivering excellence in desktop solutions including
Microsoft’s 2013 Messaging Partner, Premium Partner for
Notes to Exchange migration, and Office 365 Cloud
Deploy and Accelerate Partner of the year.

SMaRT™ migration methodology
We also use a proprietary migration methodology
called SMaRT™ (Sogeti Migration and Re-architecture
Technology) which combines best-of-breed tools like
Office Converter with Sogeti’s methodologies, best
practices and trained experts, to streamline the migration
of key Microsoft Office files and applications.

Cloud migration toolkit

With more than 2,000 consultants worldwide who
specialise in desktop, systems management, and
virtualisation; we have the scale to tackle large
deployments and manage significant numbers of
desktops.
By combining innovative Microsoft solutions with our
proven service excellence, our migration services will
put you on the front foot and give you a roadmap to
enhanced business productivity and return.

Our integrated cloud migration toolkit enables you
to make Office 365 a key component of your cloud
adoption strategy so that your organisation can realise
the benefits of the cloud whilst retaining a familiar user
experience and robust security features.

About Sogeti

Contact Sogeti UK
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provide a strategic partnership and set of tools that
enable customers to realise the full potential of the cloud.

